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Abstract 
 
 

    The resolution of multy variable complex problems such as the multy speaker speech 
recognition and independently of  context,  requires the application of  neural structures. One 
tool which proves to be powerful in the classification field, is the kohonen map called SOM. 
This map is characterized by the representation of static data. Thus, we ought to enrich the 
intelligibility and the performance of this model  in order to reach what biology imposes by 
handling a kind of logical pile "memory" with the introduction of temporal context  which 
realise feedbacks that integrate respectively the leaky integrators concept  for the TKM. The 
recurrent leaky integrators idea for the recurrent SOM ‘RSOM’ in an improvement of the 
TKM. More recently, the principle of self refer for the recursive SOM. In other case, we are 
introducing the possibility to obtain hybridization with GA in an attempt to reach the natural 
evolution of the human thought as regards to recognition. 
 
     Keywords:  Kohonen map SOM, Temporal kohonen mapTKM, Recurrent SOM:RSOM, Recursive SOM, 
Growing RSOM:GRSOM, Temporal extensions of SOM, Hybridization of SOM with GA:GASOM. 
  

1. Introduction 
   
     Man always seeks to copy what nature does so well in various fields. For the resolution of 
multy variable complex problems he uses the brain. One of the models derived from the 
biology of the brain and which represents a very powerful tool in the classification of static 
data and thereafter in the speech or pattern recognition which was the kohonen map 
(1982;1995; 1997, and 2001), shortened in SOM for self organizing map. However, this map 
SOM remains limited to static data and does not treat the dynamic regularities (aspects) of a 
signal. To confines with this problematic, on the basis of the fact that all human activities are 
closely related to the time dimension, we tried to present in this overview, according to the 
order of sections, the most significant temporal extensions for this model knowing that TKM, 
the recurrent SOM, the recursive SOM and other extensions under a comparative aspect. 
Eventually, we introduce the hybridization idea of the map SOM  with genetic algorithm GA, 
by making it applyable to SOM recursive model ‘RecSOM’ in an attempt to reach the natural 
evolution of the human thought as regards to recognition. 
     In this overview, we are interested in the study of various approaches introducing temporal 
dimension to ensure dynamic representations generalized by the map SOM. The integration 
of time can be made implicitly even the case of TOM, ST Kohonen or explicitly by recurrent 
loops even the case of RSOM, CSOM, and RecSOM. Elementary knowledge concerning the 
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data representation techniques by maps SOM is necessary to understand a major part of the 
problems presented. 
We start with a discussion concerning the interest of maps SOM at level of section 2 and the 
models being based on the idea of `laky integrators' to introduce time on the level of section 3 
and 4. 
In section 5 we deploy the principal models of dynamic SOM. 
The last section brings the possibility of a hybridization of these temporal models by GA, the 
performance indexes used and the suitable operators of evolution. 
 

2. Kohonen model: the map SOM 
 
2.1. General aspect 
 

  The algorithm of kohonen organizing maps (95; 97 and 2001), is a nonlinear algorithm of 
projection and an algorithm of classification at the same time. It is characterized by the 
representation of static data: the output depends only on the current states of input. By 
adapting the map to the statistical distribution of its entry space we carry out a classification/ 
categorization of these entries into a monodimensional or two-dimensional map according to 
the winner takes all (WTA) principle illustrated by the normal curve or according to the 
Mexican hat principle[ 1 ], [ 5 ],  [ 8 ], [ 19 ], [ 20 ], [ 27 ],(see fig.1).  Following the 
activation of the network with a data vector, the algorithm will be associated with these data, 
a set of prototypes organized at the neuronal level according to a low dimension structure (1D 
or 2D). Each prototype represents a subset of original data which we can consider as a class 
while having preserved their topology.  

Conceptually, the principle of algorithm SOM is, just like for Competitive Learning, to 
repeatedly move prototypes within a distribution of data contained in a unit D. At the end of 
the execution of algorithm SOM, the distribution of the prototypes represents an 
approximation of the initial distribution of the data. Algorithm SOM thus makes it possible to 
quantify data in vectored manner. However, the SOM has a particular characteristic which is 
the use of a grid connecting the various units between them in a topology included by entry 
space. 

The SOM algorithm is defined as follow: in the training phase, the data of unit D are 
successively presented to the algorithm, iteration after iteration. 

As for Competitive Learning, in each iteration, the current data x(i) is selected according 
to a considered distance of measurement. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure1. Mexican hat describing the side influence of the victorious neuron on its 
neighbors in a competitive SOM. 

 
In other circumstances, we note that the popularity of the SOM is considerable. It is 

enough to re-examine these thousands of important practical applications in various fields and 
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in the field which we are interested [ 30], [ 49 ], [ 54 ], [ 55]. Either, we note that the Kohonen 
algorithm is quite, since 1982, the most used unsupervised algorithms of classification. The 
objective of his unsupervised learning is to represent a large set of stimuli faithfully by a set 
of neurons (prototypes). 

Finally, it should be announced that for the construction of its representations, the 
kohonen algorithm uses an iterative mode.  
 
2.2. Functional principle  
   
      Each neuron i of the map compares its weight vector Wi  with a static data vector of input 
x(t); with t which is the time corresponding to an iteration. The quantification error associated 
with neuron i is given by the following Euclidean distance: 
 

                                  ii wtxE  )(                                                                                      (1) 

 
     Each static data vector of entry is applied simultaneously to each neuron of the grid. And 
for an entry vector given, the winner neuron "v" is the unit which minimizes this 
quantification error from where we have: 
 
                                    NiEE iv  ;min                                                                          (2)   

 
     The training rule updates the neurons weights which belong to a vicinity “neighbor” of the 
winner neuron, by bringing them closer to the entry vector: 
 
                                    ))((. iivi wtxhw                                                                           (3) 

γ  is a training rate and hiv is a neighbor function, which decreases by the distance between 
units i and v on the map. The vectorial quantification which characterizes the algorithm SOM 
consists in forming an inexpensive representation of a stochastic entry vector by projection of 
an entry space of dimension N in output space (the map) with dimension 1 or 2. To evaluate 
the SOM quality as a quantifier, we determine the error of quadratic quantification average, 
definite as the hope of this error associated to the winner neuron  [ 6 ]: 
 

                                        22 )( vv wtxE                                                                           (4) 

 
With < . > indicate the statistical hope. 
Because the input is mapped onto a discrete, usually lower dimension output space, the SOM 
is typically used as a vector quantization (VQ) algorithm. The weights of the winning node 
are the vector quantized representation of the input [ 56 ], [ 60 ], [ 69 ]. 
The SOM algorithm can be described as follows: 
 

Procedure train_SOM 
Begin 
Randomize weights for all neurons 
For (i = 1 to iteration number) do 
    Begin 
    Take one random input data vector (e.g. a phoneme), 
    Find the winning neuron (using Eq. (2)), 
    Find neighbours of the winner (with Mexican hat), 
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    Modify synaptic weights of these neurons (by Eq. (3)), 
    Reduce the γ and hiv 
    End 
End 

 
There have been many attempts at integrating temporal information into the SOM. One 

major technique is to add temporal information to the input of the SOM. For example, 
exponential averaging and tapped delay lines were tested in 1990 and 1991 by Kan. Another 
common method is to use layered or hierarchical SOMs where a second map tries to capture 
the spatial dynamics of the input moving through the first map [ 37], [ 58]. 

Recently, researchers have begun integrating memory inside the SOM, typically with 
exponentially decaying memory traces. Privitera and Morasso have created a SOM with leaky 
integrators and thresholds at each node which activate only after the pattern has been stable in 
an area of the map for a certain amount of time. After that, the leaky integrators idea was 
developed by Chappell and Taylor in TKM model. It is considered as the first step to reach 
the biology of human brain. 

The principal idea to introduce time into the map SOM in order to instigate there, while 
approaching the biology of the human brain, was posed by Chappell and Taylor in 1993 when 
they noted that the weight of each neuron represents a state of memory of  input data  
information . And that this active memory (weight) loses this data gradually while following a 
law of exponential discharge, which makes it possible to model each neuron of the map SOM 
by an active filter passes low first order said integrating  or “leaky integrator”. 

Their model of TKM thus reasons on the modeling of each neuron by an integrator placed 
at the exit. This idea have license to introduce temporal dimension into the map SOM. 

In 1998 Varsta noted that model TKM cannot represent all the entry sequences  owing to 
the fact that the exits converge towards linear combinations of the entries. To cure this risks, 
it made a light modification on TKM by modelling each neuron of the map SOM by an 
integrator placed at the neuron entry and not to its exit. This modification thus consists to a 
simple slip  of the integrator position from  a neuron exit towards its entry: it is the model of 
the recurrent SOM (RSOM). 
 
3. The temporal kohonen map: TKM 
  

 This map represents one of the first attempts to integrate temporal information in SOM by 
Chappell and Taylor in 1993. It is considered as an interesting unsupervised approach for TSP 
(Temporal sequence processing), which derived from the Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Map 
algorithm. It is trained by the same training rule of normal SOM, except that the activity of a 
TKM unit is defined as a function of the last entry vectors  [ 2 ],  [ 3 ]. The TKM model 
supports essentially on the neuron weights modification of the kohonen map to allow the 
network introducing temporal dimension.This approach is built on the biological neuron 
modeling with a simple realistic mathematical model describing the change of potential inside 
a neuron and thus the behavior of this one by the use of temporal differential equations. Each 
unit i will be carried to a potential vi (t) at time t, then it will be updated according to the 
following rule  [ 3 ],  [ 5 ],  [ 6 ]: 
 

                             2
)().

2

1
()1(.)( twtxtVdtV iii                                                  (5) 
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Wi  is the reference `code book' or the vector weight associated with the unit i And, d is a 
time-constant ranging from (o) to (1) which indicates a term of memory lapse.  Vi (t) is the 
unit i activation at time t, x(t) is the entry sequence. However, the best matching unit BMU in 
the TKM,  is that maximizes Vi   [ 5 ],  [ 9 ]: 
 
                              )(maxarg)( tVtBMU i                                                                    (6)                                            

 
These  differential equations model the neurons by low frequency linear filters known as 

the "leaky intégrators", baring in mind that a differential equation operates a filter and the 
order of the equation gives the order of the filter. We deduce that the insides activity of a map 
neuron is obtained by this differential equation binding the entry and the current activity. The 
neuron output was then calculated compared to this inside activity. Thus, this model makes 

possible to leave a trace of whatever activity, this implies that the traces of the last 
activities can coexist among to this remanent inside activity of the membrane and  being able 
to interact by training. The TKM is intended not only for the entry sequences distinction, by 
the choice of the best unit adapted for each sequence, but also for the creation of sequences 
contexts [ 4 ],  [ 5 ]. It differs from SOM only in its output activities. We note that the SOM 
outputs will be initialized to zero after the presentation of each entry vector and the selection 
of the BMU. In the TKM these outputs are replaced with the leaky integrators considered as 
low frequency linear filters which, once activated, they lose their activity gradually from 
where the name is derived.  It has been shown by  Koskela and al., 1998  in that this 
algorithm is strongly limited, due to the fact that the weights converge towards linear 
combinations of the entry vectors that limits the possible representations  [ 3 ],  [ 4 ],  [ 7 ]. 

An alternative to converting temporal information into a static form is to use low-pass 
filters, such as those formed by resistor-capacitor electrical circuits, which can be added to 
either the inputs or the outputs of the neurons. And then such dynamic units are usually called 
leaky integrator neurons. This idea was introduced in an unsupervised context by Taylor, 
Plamondon and Privitera (1995). Kremer (2001) has named this type of short term memory 
mechanism Feedforward Exponential Decay ‘FED’ memory. Then, the variant of  SOM 
called TKM uses FED memory[ 26], [ 35], [ 45]. 

 
Figure 2.  Modeling of neurons exits of the map SOM by a low pass filter electric 

 
The “leaky integrators” make TKM possible to take account of the vectors history of entry 

considered previously during the calculation of the distance between the current vector and 
the various prototypes. This calculation of distance is in fact a balanced sum of the distances 
between the preceding vectors and the considered prototype, for each neuron. Weighting 
follows a decreasing exponential law. As one moves away in the past, the choice of the 
prototype being a more functional of some last vectors which have just been presented to the 
algorithm. 

                                  Input potentiel Output 
potentiel 
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The balanced sum thus corresponds to an integration of the direction of the change from 
one to another iteration of the algorithm. This approach based on “leaky integrators”, coupled 
to hierarchical SOM, is applied for example in speech recognition. 

The constant-time of the RC circuit is equal to product R×C expressed in Second. This 
circuit of filtering added with an operational amplifier is called integrator, in the fact, it 
introduces the factor time by effect of load and discharge: t=R.C. The potential of discharge 
will thus be done gradually while following an exponential law which depends on the values 
of R and C. This modelling is inspired by the biology of a neuron unit; using its resistance in 
front of data flow and its capacity being able to support this flow in the form of a potential. 

We suppose that the condenser is initially discharged: Uc (t=0) = 0 Volt. 
The mathematical equation of the discharge of the condenser initially charged with E will 

be the following one: 
 
                                                    Uc (t) = E.e-t/RC                                                                                          (7) 
 

4. The Recurrent SOM 
   
Some of the problems related to original TKM have an adequate solution by moving only 

the leaky integrators from the units outputs towards their entry. This gives rise to a modified 
TKM called `Recurrent Self Organizing Map', RSOM, proposed by  Varsta and al.. 1997. The 
fact of moving the leaky integrators from the outputs towards the entries of each unit of the 
map, ledes a temporal vector of leaky difference given by the following relation: 
 
                       ))()(.()1().1()( twtxtyty iii                                                        (8) 

 
Where  α lies  between (0 and 1), indicating a coefficient of leaky which replaces d for the 

TKM. A unit of RSOM will thus be schematized as follows: 
 

 
Figure 3. Representation of a unit of RSOM which acts that recurrent filter 

  
That implies a high value of  α corresponds  to a short memorizing, however a low value 

of  α corresponds  to a long memorizing and a slow weakening of activation. If (α  = 1), 
RSOM is transformed into normal SOM refering to yi (t) equation [ 8 ], [ 9 ], [ 42], [ 47]. 
Obviously, the idea to take account of the last execution of the algorithm, in a recursive way, 
was used in  Recurrent SOM (RSOM). The principal difference between the RSOM and the 
TKM is that the TKM integrates the direction of the activity change only during the distance 
computation, whereas the RSOM also integrates this change during the position modification 
of the prototype. The prototype in addition preserving this history of the changes for the after 
comparisons. This idea is translated, in this model, by a vector of leaky difference associated 
with each neuron i and defined according to Eq. (8).   So the model of RSOM will be more 
coherent with the algorithm of standard SOM. Finally, it is necessary to recall that RSOM 
was evaluated according to a Synthetic data in the form of random sequences of symbols with 
an alphabet limited and noise additive [ 3 ], [ 61], [ 68], [ 70].. This model is different from 
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TKM in that TKM associates all the temporal processing capacity with the trajectory of the 
best matching units. But, RSOM explicitly includes recurrent connectivity into the neural 
output. This results in RSOM models having the capacity to explicitly capture temporal 
patterns in the original input, whereas the TKM concentrates on best matching unit sequence 
learning as represented in follow: 
 

 
Figure 4. Representation of a RSOM unit in (a) and a TKM unit in (b). 

 
The main difference between the RSOM and the TKM is that the TKM integrates the 

direction of the change only during the calculation of distance, whereas the RSOM also 
integrates this change during the modification of the position of the prototype, the prototype 
in addition preserving this history of the changes for the later comparisons. 
 
5. The Recursive SOM 

   
Another approach is  the Recursive SOM (RecSOM).  This model represents an 

application, on the kohonen unsupervised algorithm SOM, of a self- referent training class 
proposed by  Thomas Voegtlin,( 2002 ), deduced starting from the SRN (simple recurrent 
network) of  Elman in 1990  which acts of a training by prediction thus supervised. The SRN 
is a perceptron modified by a hidden layer, using a delayed copy of the activities of its layer 
hidden like additional entry. Its task is to learn from associations of output-input sequences. It 
is involved with the algorithm of retropropagation of error (see fig.5): 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Principle of SRN with loop of return introducing the idea of self reference 
 

The representation in the context layer of a SRN is the same as in its hidden layer. 
Consequently, it is said that the hidden layer learns how to represent its own passed activities, 
since we will make it introduces each time its lasts activities. In this direction, the 
representation in this hidden layer is known as "self referent"  [ 6 ], [ 11 ]. This self reference 
thus will influence the training while acting on the function of error between desired output 
and real output located at a well defined level of iteration. It represents a property of the 
algorithm of training and not of architecture. What is appropriate to say that the self reference 
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thus implies that convergence by minimizing the error is a problem of moving target; it tends 
to optimize a subjective and not objective function of error.  

This idea is applied to SOM thus giving the recursive SOM whose training is self referent 
with the direction that the map learns how to classify its own last activities. In the same way, 
RecSOM is iterative by applying the unsupervised algorithm of kohonen. The principle is 
illustrated by (fig.4)  [ 6 ], [ 51], [ 32]: 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Principle of recursive SOM with loop of return introducing the idea of 
self reference 

 
The recursive SOM is thus a SOM with self reference; this results in the addition of 

recurrent connections to original architecture of SOM of a manner which is compatible with it 
self-organisation’s principle [ 1 ],  [ 6 ]. Connections associated with the context and the layer 
of entry are homogeneous (they are defined by the same equations of neuronal activity). The 
entry and the copy of the last activities are regarded as only one vector of entry for algorithm 
SOM. Each neuron will be involved to learn how to represent a couple (entered, context). 
Thus, from the representations of long sequences are learned repeatedly, starting from the 
representations already learned from shorter sequences.  

The error of quantification will thus be given by the following relation  [ 2 ],  [ 8 ]: 
 

                             
22

)1(.)(. y
i

x
ii wtywtxE                                     (9) 

 
The network learns by associating the current entry to the preceding states from activity. 

Consequently, each neuron becomes sensitive to a sequence of entry, and the BMU is given 
by: 
 
                               NiEV i  ;minarg                                                             (10) 

 
The rules of training used to update the weights feed-forward and recurrent are given by: 

                            ))(.(. x
iiv

x
i wtxhw                                                                (11) 
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The dynamic aspect of the recurrent connections makes it possible to have unstable 
representations. Confines to this, a promising idea consists in applying a transfer function F 
of the exponential type, selected in an empirical way so that it is continuous and having 
values ranging between (0 and 1): 
 

             ))1(.)(.exp()()(
22 y

i
x
iii wtywtxEFty                          (13) 

 
The idea to have a transfer function to stabilize the training of recursive SOM rises from 

its modeling by a network with only one neuron whose output Y is defined by the transfer 
function of a sum entry weight.  

The algorithm of self reference is validated by Thomas Voegtlin in 2002 on a two-
dimensional recursive SOM of size 20x20 neurons, involved on an English text; the novel ` 
Brave man new world' of Aldous Huxley. Each letter is encoded on 5 bits then presented at 
the network a letter by a letter. The symbols of punctuation are removed text and the neuronal 
activities were given to zero between two words. The rate of training was constant: γ  = 0,1. 
The function of vicinity had a constant size: σ  = 0,5. The other parameters was selected: α = 
3 and β = 0,7. 
 
6. Other extensions 
 

  Temporal data processing is a very important task, to which there is no unified approach . 
In the algorithm  of RecSOM, each prototype has a vector weight representing its position in 
the distribution, and  has also another vector representing the context of activation of all the 
map at the time of the preceding iteration. The selection of the nearest prototype is based in 
this case at a distance taking account on the one hand of the difference between the data and 
the prototype weight, on the other hand of the difference between the preceding context and 
the context  of the prototype. Updated prototype requires the modification of the weight and 
the context of the winner prototype with its neighbors  [ 1 ], [ 6 ], [ 7 ], [25]. On the basis of 
this principle, we can affirm  that Contextual SOM  (CSOM) developed by voegtlin T. in 
2000, is in fact the same algorithm as RecSOM.    
 

 
 

Figure 7. Principle of the contextual sel-organizing map: CSOM with loop of return 
introducing the temporal context. 
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  Due to the diversity of properties of such temporal signals. If the properties of signals do 
not vary with time, the signal is said to be stationary. However, many real signals are 
generated by systems that have time varying parameters for exemple the continious speech, 
and thus they are called non stationary. In such case, an important tool used is the windowing 
or the segmentation, whose goal is to find regions where the signal properties are reasonably  
stationary. Some TSOM have been proposed with the aim of segmenting input sequences. 

An other new SOM paradigm is the adaptive-subspace self organizing map ASSOM [38],    
[40], [ 41]., has been proposed in litterature to solve a long-standing problem in the theory  of 
perception: the formation of perceptual invariances, such as the ability to recognize words 
independently of the speaker, or objects independently of orientation, and their emergence in 
learning processes. A neuron in the ASSOM represents a linear subspace which in turn 
represents different invariant features. In this case, matching means comparison of orthogonal 
projections of the input vector x(t) on the different subspaces. Then, the ASSOM uses the 
concept of a representative winner for a set of x(t) vectors that occur adjacent in time called 
the episode. Hence, the various map units adaptively develop into filters of invariant features . 
The ASSOM model has been successfully applied to a  variety of speech recognition tasks 
and it is’nt originally conceived as a technique for temporal sequence processing only. It is 
used for recognition independently of certain transformations.   

  The algorithm Merge SOM (MSOM) recently developped by Barbara Hammer and 
Marc Strickert, October 2004 is very close to the RecSOM algorithm. In this algorithm, the 
prototypes also have a weight vector and a context vector [ 43], [ 29]. The principal 
difference lies in the definition of the context vector. In general, the merge SOM context 
refers to a fusion of two properties characterizing the previous winner: the weight and the 
context of the last winner neuron are merged by a weighted linear combination. During 
MSOM training, this context descriptor is kept up-to-date and it is the target for the folowing 
context vector of the winner neuron and its neighbourhood. The temporal context of MSOM 
combines the currently presented pattern with the sequence history in an intuitive way by 
referring to a merged form of the winner neuron’s properties [ 12 ], [ 14 ].  So that, MSOM 
accounts for the temporal context by an explicit vector attached to each neuron which stores 
the preferred context of this neuron. The way in which the context is represented is crucial for 
the result, since the representation determines the induced similarity measure of sequences. 

 In RecSOM, the vector of context represents the activation of various prototypes of the 
map at the time of the preceding iteration. However, in the MSOM, the context consists of a 
linear combination between the weight and the context in the preceding iteration. The context 
is thus richer, but also more complex. The MSOM combines a noise-tolerant learning 
architecture which implements a compact back-reference to the previous winner with 
separately controllable contribution of the current input and the past with arbitrary lattice 
topologies. With respect to representation, MSOM can be interpreted as an alternative 
implementation of the encoding scheme of TKM, but MSOM possesses larger flexibility and 
capacity due to the explicit representation of context: In MSOM neurons specialize on both 
input data and previous winners in such a way that neuron activation orders become 
established; thus, order is coded by a recursive self-superposition of already trained neurons 
and the current input. 

  The temporal organization map (TOM) explored by S. Durand and F. Alexander in 
“TOM, A New Temporal Neural Net Architecture for Speech Signal Processing, in 
proceedings of ICASSP, 96” integrates a cortical column model, SOM learning and separate 
temporal links to create a temporal Kohonen map [10], [21], [39], [41]. The TOM is split into 
super-units that are trained via the SOM learning algorithm. Winning units from each super-
unit activate and then decay. Temporal links are made between the currently firing node and 
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any node which has an activity above a threshold. Thus there can be multiple links created for 
each activation, allowing for the pattern to skip states. Wiemer, in 2003, has developed even 
more the TOM model by giving an influence to temporal information in the process of the 
self organization map SOM. 

The contribution of TOM compared to SOM is the transfer of the temporal distance 
between stimuli in a space distance. This transfer is ensured by the phenomenon of the 
dynamic propagation of neuronal activations in the waves form allowing the signals current 
and passed to interact space-time lies in the map SOM. The TOM tests to break up, like 
SOM, the training in a sequence of discrete stages. 

The SARDNET architecture created by James and miikkulainen in 1995 has proved 
successful in learning and recognizing arbitrary sequences of binary and real numbers, as well 
as sequences of phonemic representations for English words [ 7], [ 22], [ 34]. The SARDNET 
extends the Kohonen Feature Map architecture with activation retention and decay in order to 
create unique distributed response patterns for different sequences. 

Its principle consists to activate units on the map at the same time by a sequence of input 
vectors. The past winners are excluded from further competition, and their activation is 
decayed gradually to indicate position in the sequence. It is a simple TSOM used to detect no-
vectorial forms of data, such as sequences. This model, called SARDNET abbreviate from 
‘Sequential Activation Retention and Decay Network’ includes a simple retention and decay 
mechanism with the aim to reform a unique set of activated neurons for each distinct input 
sequence. It adds exponential decays to each neuron for use in the detection of node 
activation sequences. Once a node activates for a particular sequence, it is not allowed to 
activate again. Therefore, at the end of the sequence presentation, the sequence of node 
activated can be detected or recreated using the decayed outputs of the SOM. The exponential 
decay, however, provides poor resolution at high depths and thus will perform poorly with 
noisy and long sequences. So, in addition to the two first steps of SOM training, a third step 
assigns the value 1 to the activation of the BMU and excludes it from subsequent 
competitions. The fourth step updates the activation ai(t) of all units in the map as follows: 

 
                      ai(t+1) =  α. ai(t)                                                                                    (14) 
 

where 0< α <1 is a decay parameter and ai(0)=0 for all units; At the end of a sequence 
presentation, the neuron with highest activation represents the most recent input vector and 
the one with the lowest activation represents the first vector of the input sequence. 

Eventually we remark that the validation of SARDNET is effected on phonemic word 
representations obtained from the CELEX database of the Max Planck Institute for 
Psycholinguistics and converted into International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)-compliant 
representation, which better describes similarities among the phonemes. The words vary from 
five to twelve phonemes in length. Each phoneme is represented by five values: place, 
manner, sound, chromacity and sonority. 

Fancourt and Principe have proposed a TSOM for the identification and segmentation of 
piecewise stationary series [27], [33], [50], [64], [65], [66]. In this model, the concepts of 
leaky integrator neurons and operator maps are used. Such neuron is a linear predictor 
operator trained with the LMS algorithm. The wining predictor is found as follows: 
 
                     BMU (t) = arg ming {ai( t)}                                                                      (15) 
 

ai( t) is computed according to the concept of leaky integration: 
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                 ai( t)  = ( 1-α ). ai (t-1) + α .ei (t)
2                                                                (16) 

 
   0<α<1 is the memory parameter and  ei   is the prediction error. It can be deduced that in 

the SOM with Sequential Activation, Retention, and Delay (SARDNET), the idea of the 
recursive retention of information is supplemented by a temporary mechanism of 
desactivation of the prototypes, which cannot be any more modified during a certain time 
after an adaptation. 

Else, SOMSD has been proposed for general tree structures by M. Hagenbuchner, A. 
Sperduti, and A. Tsoi, in “A self-organizing map for adaptive processing of structured data”, 
2003, then by Stephan Bloehdorn and Sebastian Blohm, Institute AIFB, University of 
Karlsruhe, Germany in “A Self Organizing Map for Relation Extraction from Wikipedia 
using Structured Data Representations’. The general idea is to derive automatically sets of 
documents, for example articles, from Wikipedia [13], [15] [29], [52], [63]. The SOM for 
structured data (SOMSD) is restricted to regular lattice structures. As for RecSOM, an 
additional context vector is used for each neuron, but only the last winner index is stored as 
lightweight information about the previous map state. During training, the winner and its 
neighbourhood adapt weights and contexts of input in step t and the winner in step (t − 1). 
Thereby, grid topology and the indices of neurons are expressed as elements of a real-vector 
space. Obviously, the context of SOMSD relies on ordered addressing in terms of the 
topology of the neural map; consequently, it cannot be combined with alternative models 
such as neural gas. If complex sequences are mapped to low-dimensional standard Euclidean 
lattices, topological mismatches can be expected. 

The Self Organizing Maps for Structured Data: SOMSD is an extension to the SOM for 
scenarios where information is not only contained in the individual patterns but also in the 
order in which they are presented. The order of the presentation can be used to encode 
sequences or paths in a directed graph on the input data. The SOMSD allows taking the 
context of a presented input pattern into account. This is done by means of a recursive 
formula over the entries of a given sequences during winner selection, a characteristic shared 
with other recursive SOM models. However, in contrast to other recursive SOM approaches 
as e.g. the Temporal Kohonen Map (TKM) proposed in [3], [5], [26], [27], the SOMSD 
represents the sequence context only by the location of the winner neuron of the previous 
sequence item. 

 We note that the SOMSD was proposed for structures of tree, by modifying the 
measurement of distance used in traditional algorithm SOM. Thus, the algorithm SOMSD can 
be used in the temporal context and becomes algorithm SOM for Sequences, SOM-S. In the 
same way, the extension of the SOMSD has topologies of more general grids with triangular 
vicinities, such as defines in Hyperbolic SOM (HSOM), led to the HSOM-S. 

  The U-Matrix Clustering for unified distance matrix is a SOM-based clustering 
technique that exploits the fact that when parts of the input space X are mapped onto the 
SOM, the area of the map representation correlates with the density of data samples from that 
part independent of the corresponding volume in X. The U-matrix allows detecting such 
differences in density by assigning each node the sum of the distances of its weight vector to 
those of its direct lattice neighbours. 

 Actually, the large space which occupied by Internet and mail services in individuals life 
today, their influences on the economic transformations and the international relations 
contributed to the birth of  the WEBSOM project. 

 A certain number of works were interested in the topology of the neurons vicinity, which 
is a principal limitation. Following the project WEBSOM of information extraction (Data-
Mining in English) for a vast documentation (texts) undertaken recently by Kohonen and al., 
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the researchers put the following suggestion: the choice of rectangular topology is it the best 
two-dimensional representation of a complex input space of high dimension?  Ritter and al. 
bring their brief reply with a concrete algorithm: HSOM [23], [57]. The map of neurons 
employed consists of a projection of a hyperbolic space on R2. Ritter concluded with a better 
representation for a space of entry to high dimension, but especially to the possibility of 
forming a hierarchical structure in the map of neurons. One of the disadvantages of this 
approach is that the topology of the map is always specified a priori. 

HSOM-S transfers the idea of SOMSD to more general grids expressed by a triangulation 
of a two-dimensional manifold, such as a hyperbolic plane, in order to match better the data 
topology of sequences. The previous winner, adjusted through Hebbian learning, is referred to 
by a coordinate within a triangle of adjacent neurons. Such an approach constitutes a step 
towards more general lattice structures which are better suited for the presentation of input 
sequences but it is still limited to a first fixed topology. Obviously, RecSOM offers the richest 
notion of history because temporal context is represented by the activation of the entire map 
in the previous time step; however, RecSOM also constitutes the computationally most 
demanding model. SOMSD and HSOM-S still use global map information, but in a 
compressed form; their storage of only the location of the winner is much more efficient and 
noise-tolerant, albeit somehow lossy, in comparison to the whole activity profile. In both 
models, context similarity, expressed by the comparison of distances between grid locations, 
depends on the priorly chosen static grid topology.  SOMSD and HSOM-S compress the 
costly RecSOM activation profile to only the topological index of the last winner in the 
neuron grid [13], [15], [36].  

 In other case, an approach for abstracting invariant classifications of spatio- temporal 
patterns was presented in a high dimensionality applying an early proof-of-concept to shift 
and scale invariant shape recognition called Hierarchical Quilted Self-Organizing Map 
(HQSOM). It was developed by Jeffrey W. Miller and Peter H. Lommel; Draper Laboratory, 
555 Technology Square, Cambridge- USA, 2004, using recurrent self-organizing maps 
(RSOM) arranged in a pyramidal hierarchy, attempting to mimic the parallel-hierarchical 
pattern of isocortical processing in the brain [16]. The HQSOM is an implementation of such 
architecture, using a single algorithm, the RSOM, applied in masse. Note that HQSOM is 
very different than the Hierarchical SOM, HSOM, which consists of SOMs arranged serially, 
rather than in parallel, and does not involve time. In the HQSOM, the input is parsed into 
overlapping receptive fields, each of which is connected to a SOM-RSOM pair in the first 
layer. Each layer consists of a “quilt” of SOM-RSOM pairs having overlapping receptive 
fields. 

 Actually, Growing Recurrent Self Organizing Map (GRSOM) is proposed by Ozge 
Yeloglu, A. Nur Zincir-Heywood and Malcolm I. Heywood in Faculty of Computer Science, 
Dalhousie University-Canada, March 16, 2007. It is embedded into a standard Self-
Organizing Map (SOM) hierarchy. That’s why, the KDD benchmark dataset from the 
International Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Tools Competition is employed. This 
data set consists of 500,000 training patterns and 41 features for each pattern. While RSOM is 
a promising structure in temporal sequence processing area, it is difficult to decide an 
appropriate network structure for a given problem. Since a fixed network structure is used in 
terms of number and arrangement of neurons, which has to be defined prior to training, this 
often leads to a significant degree of trial and error when deploying the model. Therefore, 
previously proposed growing neural network methods [17], [23], [24], [59] motivate the idea 
of a Growing Recurrent Self-Organizing Map (GRSOM). The target is to design a RSOM 
model that determines the number and arrangement of units during the unsupervised training 
process. A growing behaviour is added to the RSOM. Training of this model starts with only 
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one neuron and new neurons are added until the desired accuracy is reached. For every unit 
that is newly added, the weight and the leaked difference vectors are initialized to zero. Then, 
an input from the training data is presented to the new neuron and weight and leaked 
difference vector values are adapted. The next input is presented to the neuron until the 
leaked difference value of the neuron is under a threshold, which is decided at the beginning 
of training. If the number of neurons is less than the desired maximum number of neurons, 
then a new neuron is added to the network until the end of the training data is reached. 

The GISTSOM, for graphical interface system TSOM, is a software package developed 
by the authors for the definition and comparison of space-time trajectories in multi-parameter, 
spatio-temporal data. 

The standard Kohonen mapping algorithm described above is applied to sample data 
collected at one point in time. However, it can be repeated on data existing across several 
time periods, for which an extension GISTSOM has specifically been developed. In 
GISTSOM, the sample data weight vectors used in the training of the initialized SOM is 
taken randomly from across all of the time periods for which data are available. In this way, 
the weight vectors against which the Kohonen map learns implicitly include a temporal 
dimension, and a spatiotemporal Kohonen map evolves. 

In the case of GISTSOM a simple coordinate tolerance measure has been used as a 
measure of similarity. Sample data with similar space-time trajectories can then be identified 
as samples whose multi-dimensional values have changed in a similar manner through time. 

The  self- organization  by  balanced  excitatory  and  inhibitory  input  model  (SOBEII) 
developed, more recently, in ‘A Novel Self-Organizing Network Determines The Proper 
Cluster Structure Automatically’ by Bin Tang, Malcolm Heywood, Michael Shepherd at 
Dalhousie University, Faculty of Computer Science Halifax, Canada, using  balanced  
excitation and inhibition and anti-Hebbian learning strategy, SOBEII  is capable of 
automatically  determining the proper cluster structure of given datasets in a robust manner. 
This model is demonstrated  using both synthetic and real datasets. 

The STAN was developed by G.Vaucher in 1996. It can be regarded as a model 
approaching the traditional artificial neuron. Indeed the STAN has the algebraic properties of 
the traditional neurons, by adding to it the capacity to treat asynchronous data. The principal 
idea of STAN is to equip the artificial neuron with a capacity to integrate at the same time 
temporal and space information in its calculations. Its principle is to code discrete events on 
two degrees of freedom, amplitude and date, in the form of complex numbers with also two 
degrees of freedom: amplitude and phase. The technique consisting in adding delays to the 
inputs level  to introduce temporal information as that is made in certain models of traditional 
neurons and the mechanism of  leaky memorizing (leaky integrators) of neurobiologic 
inspiration are gathered in a single model of neuron. Taking in consideration the temporal and 
space presents advantages.  It becomes possible to make the difference between a great event 
in a remote past and a small recent event what is not the case with the basic neuron. Remain 
to stress that coding ST without asynchronous dynamics such that it was put apply by 
N.Mozayyani comes under the field of the traditional ANN. This coding static ST indeed 
makes it possible to jointly process the data space and temporal one contained in the data but, 
once a sequence is coded in form ST, the entry vector which results from this is fixed and its 
treatment concerns traditional ANN adapted to the body of the complexes. Preceding 
architectures of STANN had not been conceived to take into account the potential 
asynchronous dynamics of the STAN. Baig in 2006 introduced the idea of an application in 
real-time of coding ST (space-time) with autonomous neuronal units treating asynchronous 
impulses such as St-kohonen. The STAN is derived from the model of W. Rall of the 
biological neuron. Its interest main is its capacity to integrate at the same time space 
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information and temporal information in its calculations what gives him the possibility of 
detecting asynchronous sequences of events. 

Euliano and Principe proposed in 1995 and 1999 the self organizing map with temporal 
activity diffusion: SOMTAD. A model based on the biologically inspired diffusion of 
activation through time over the neurons in the map and temporal decay of their activations. 
This Algorithm also uses the “leaky integrators” by addition the diffusion memory of activity 
through the structure of the SOM [44], [48]. 

The basic concept in the SOMTAD is the activity diffusion through the output space. The 
activation of a unit in the map network causes activity to diffuse through the network and 
affects both the training and the operation of the map. The activity diffusion moves, in 
general, through the lattice of a SOM structure. When the activity diffusion spreads to 
neighbouring units, the thresholds of these neighbouring units are lowered, creating then a 
situation where the neighbouring units are more likely to activate next. An other temporal 
functionality included in SOMTAD architectures is the decay of output activation over time: 
“FED memory”. That means when a unit becomes active, it maintains a portion said: 
“exponentially decaying” of its activity after it becomes active. 

Another concrete algorithm, the TS-SOM (Tree Structured Map Coil-Organizing), 
proposed by Koikkalainen, is based on geometry of tree in growth. In this algorithm, there is 
progressive specification of the scale of training, as neurons are added. The structure of tree 
produces categories and under categories, modelling at exit east thus treated on a hierarchical 
basis: we can read the map at various levels of tree structure. This approach opens the way of 
the constructive algorithms, in which the number of neurons increases with the wire of the 
training. We can quote the most known of them the GSOM, or the GNG (Growing Neural 
Gas), his performances being extremely good. 

In the GNG, the neurons are added to the network with a regular frequency. To know 
where to add a new neuron, basing oneself on a function of error allotted to each neuron. The 
larger of this one is, the more area concerned with need for neuronal reinforcement. With this 
algorithm, the problem to fix a topology by advance is solved and the error of modelling is 
very weak. The intermediate neurons disappear from the final map, topology is learned 
automatically. The problem of this approach is obviously that it makes total abstraction of 
biological reality! 

Contrary, certain research teams raise the question of biological modelling, without 
particular consideration for the developments in artificial intelligence. One of the most 
elaborate models is the RF-LISSOM (Receptive-Field Laterally Interconnected 
Synergistically Map Coil-Organizing), whose results rather accurately reproduce the 
experimental observations in the primary education visual cortex. 

In this model, the dynamics of the neurons is governed by a system of differential 
equations, the neurons being of type `summation and activation' (Integrate-and-Fire). The 
training is unsupervised by hebbien type (characteristic of the SOM), and the connectivity of 
the network is dynamic because useless connections progressively are removed. All the 
ingredients are thus joined together the most accurately to reproduce biological behaviour of 
the neurons with knowledge and technique we have today. 

Model of Kangas: A two layer model with an integrating memory connecting the maps 
was proposed by Kangas in1994. His approach concerns a hierarchical model employing two 
maps and an integrating memory between them. The first map of SOM performs (produces) a 
non linear transformation on the input data. The transformations are stored in integrating 
memory and subsequently serve as the input for the second map. When broken down they 
essentially have an RSOM in the bottom with a basic SOM on the top [12], [31]. The 
integrating memory between the maps is realized with leaky integrators like in the TKM 
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model. The transformation values yi stored in the memory are inverted normalized Euclidean 
distances between data and code-book vectors such that the BMU gets equal to 1 and the 
other units smaller values accordingly, thus for yi we can write: 
 
                                         Yi (t) = ║X (t) – Wb (x)║ / ║X (t) – Wi ║                                Eq. (17)                                       

 
The obtained activity values are sharpened by squaring them a few times. In these models 

the outputs of the first map are stored in an integrating memory to provide the input for the 
second map.  

 
Figure 8. Principle of a hierarchical model employing two maps and an integrating 

memory (Kangas, 1994) 
 

  Guilherme A. Barreto, Department of Teleinformatics Engineering, Federal University of 
Cear´a-Brazil purposes to apply the SOM to TSP problems, including curiosity about or 
familiarity with the algorithm, which can surely take the following two points for granted: 

 Local Nature of SOM-based Models - Roughly speaking, SOM-based models 
for time series prediction belong to the class of models performing local function 
approximation. Thus, SOM-based TSP models allow the user to better understand the 
dynamics of the underlying process that generates the time series, at least within the 
localized region used to compute the current model’s output. This localized nature of 
SOM-based model combined with its topology-preserving property are useful, for 
example, if one is interested in time series segmentation or time series visualization 
problems. 

 Simple Growing Architectures - As one could expect, clustering of the input 
space is an essential step in designing efficient SOM-based TSP models. A critical 
issue in the process of partitioning the input space for the purpose of time series 
prediction is to obtain an appropriate estimation of the number of prototype vectors. 
Over- or under-estimation of this quantity can cause, respectively, the appearance of 
clusters with very few pattern vectors that are insufficient to building a local model 
for them and clusters containing patterns from regions with different dynamics. 

 
KSOM model: Using Time-Varying Local AR Models from Prototypes, the last SOM-

based model for time series prediction that we describe was introduced by Barreto and al, 
being called the KSOM model. The KSOM model combines the vector quantization approach 
of the VQTAM model with that of building local linear AR models. This approach uses the 
well-known K-means clustering algorithm to partition data vectors for building local AR 
models. With (K > 1) are the closest prototypes. 

However, instead of q time-invariant local linear models, the KSOM works with a single 
time-variant linear AR model whose coefficient vector is recomputed at every time step t, 
directly from a subset of K (K ≪ q) weight vectors extracted from a trained VQTAM 
(Vector-Quantized Temporal Associative Memory) model. 

This subset contains the weight vectors of the current K first winning neurons. 
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The SOM-based TSP models have shown, among other things, that the SOM is a highly 
flexible neural architecture, in the sense that it can be successfully applied to unsupervised 
learning tasks (e.g. data clustering and visualization), as well as to typical supervised learning 
tasks (e.g. function approximation). 

As regards to these algorithms proposed in different contexts, but taking again the 
majority for the same concepts, taxonomy was proposed to classify the unsupervised 
connexionnists networks developed for the space-time context. In an independent way, it was 
proposed to unify these various algorithms through a more general context, the General SOM 
for Structured Data (GSOMSD), definite for the treatment of any acyclic graph, as in the case 
of the temporal sequences. 
 
Comparative table of features models: 
 

Models: Choice criterion BMU: 
Weight updates and/or characteristics 

memory: 

SOM B= arg min Ei ; i=1,…,N 
))((. iivi wtxhw    

For static data 

TKM B= arg max Vi(t) 
  2

)().
2

1
()1(.)( twtxtVdtV iii   

It is a SOM with internal STM mechanism, 
using leaky integrators 

RSOM B= arg min Yi(t) 
))()(.()1().1()( twtxtyty iii    

if α =1, RSOM=SOM 
with leaky integrators and internal STM 

RecSOM B= arg min {Ei} 
))(.(. x

iiv
x
i wtxhw    

))1(.(. y
iiv

y
i wtyhw    

CSOM Like RecSOM 
Like RecSOM 

 

TSOM B= arg min {ai( t)} 
ai( t)  = ( 1-α ). ai (t-1) + α .ei (t)

2 
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Kangas B= arg min Yi(t) 
Yi (t) =║X (t) – Wb (x)║ / ║X (t) – Wi ║ 

 

SARDNET B= arg min {ai( t)} 
ai(t+1)= α. ai(t) 

with exponential decay ; internal STM 
 

 
7. The GASOM paradigm 

 
The hybridization of genetic algorithm GA with SOM abbreviates in GASOM has been 

proved to be well suited for finding global optima in complex search spaces. Its evaluation on 
well known problems shows that it effectively prevents premature convergence and seeks the 
global optimum. Its main features are respectively: 

- An explicit representation of the search history coded in binary or real 
chromosomes. 

- A random choice of population and initialization. 
- A fitness evaluation promoting the best solution. 
- Operator’s mechanism such as: selection, recombination, and mutation. 

The fitness function applied on chromosomes involves population ordering with respect to 
the objective value (fitness). The evolution of the map SOM  or recursive SOM, RecSOM, by 
genetic algorithm can imply  vectors weight, topology, size (growth),  connexion, self-
referent rank for RecSOM, and iteration count. The implied element constitutes the 
individuals of the population or chromosomes. Genetic Algorithm  are based on a set of this 
genomes, where each one represents a possible solution of the problem to be solved. The set  
is called a population. In an iterative process the chromosomes are adapted to the nature 
which is coded in the fitness-function.  This induces an order on the population. Starting with 
an initial population we carry out in each iteration the selection, the recombination 
(crossover) and mutation steps. The chromosomes contained in the population before 
applying the recombination step are called the parent generation. Since the recombination 
step is used to create new chromosomes, we need an additional rule to keep the size of the 
population constant. The used rule is called survival of the fittest [18], [62], [70]. This rule 
states that only a constant number of the best chromosomes are used to form the next parent 
generation of the population. The minimum number of iterations required by the GA for a 
good solution depends on the implementation of the recombination and mutation step, the 
initial population and how the problem is coded in the chromosomes (binary or real codes). 
So that, each chromosome consists of a vector containing the code in temporal order. 

Carla S. Moller-Levet and Hujun Yin in ‘Circular SOM for temporal characterisation of 
modelled gene expressions’, School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, The University 
of Manchester, has remarked that one potential problem with the recurrent models is stability. 

In the case of temporal gene expression clustering, the data items presented to the map are 
not a spatial vector, but a sequence with time order in itself. They are time-series 
corresponding to the expression levels over time of a particular gene. Therefore, if a common 
2-D SOM is used, the trained map can then be used to mark the trajectories of the expressions 
of the genes for comparison. In their approach, a self-organising latent lattice is proposed to 
identify pairs of genes with similar co-expressions. The co-expression of a pair of genes x and 
y is represented by a vector whose elements are the difference of present expression levels 
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x(t) and y(t), and differences of slopes at present t, past (t−1) and future (t+1). All possible 
combinations of genes and their resulting sequence of vectors are selected to find out 
meaningful pairs of correlated genes. The vectors are mapped to the lattice and the patterns of 
trajectories of different pairs are compared. Similar trajectory patterns on the lattice may 
imply similar co-regulation patterns. There can be as many as millions possible pairs to 
examine and only pair-wise relations rather than group relations or clusters are revealed. 

We approach the temporal extension of the SOM from another aspect, for example, the 
similarity metric. If the similarity metric considers temporal properties, then the neurons in 
the resultant map will exhibit temporal relationships. As time is one dimension, 1-D SOM is 
more appropriate. In addition, a circular, closed 1-D SOM, can further detect cyclic temporal 
characteristics [ 53]. 

In order to use the SOM based on the co-expression coefficient, the dot-product SOM is 
adopted and trained with norm one normalised data. When the dot -product is defined as the 
similarity metric between the input data and the weights, the learning equations should be 
modified accordingly by selecting the maximum of the dot-product as the winner node and by 
normalising the new weights at each step. 

 
8. Conclusion 

 
The SOM is a model of static data representation which constitutes a very powerful tool of 

classification and recognition. To justify it biologically, it should be instigated by dependence 
of the temporal context. One of the first temporal attempts at extension described in section 2,  
was the model of TKM founded by [Chappell and Taylor, 1993 ] substituting the activities of 
the SOM outputs by the leaky integrators outputs in the shapes of low frequency linear filters 
which integrate the activities of the passed inputs in the original algorithm of kohonen in a 
step to reach the real biological state of a neuron unit.  

Section 3, relates to the model of the TKM modified while introducing the outputs of the  
‘leaky intégrators’ at the inputs of the map to get a certain coherence with the standard 
algorithm of kohonen and to solve the problem of limited representations possibility in TKM; 
it was thus the recurrent SOM proposed by [Varsta, 1997 ].  

Eventually, we will present at the level of the last section the recent work of [ Thomas 
Voegtlin, 2002 ] introducing a self referent training class to algorithm SOM to develop the 
recursive SOM providing very encouraging results nowadays specially if it was hybridized 
with GA . In addition to this we aimed at closuring with other some recent temporal 
extensions of SOM under a comparative aspect. 

In that, we deduce that all the algorithms briefly described above, modify algorithm SOM 
either by integrating the information of the passed iterations in those in progress, or by adding 
a context to the weights of the prototypes, in a form or another. Other work uses algorithm 
SOM as it is, in order to create classes of régresseurs, or possibly by using a local model of 
prediction inside each cluster, the model of linear prediction being or not linear. In the same 
way, it is possible to supplement the recursive approaches with local models, such as 
RecSOM with linear local models or local models of types k-more close neighbours. 
Moreover, it is possible to modify the vectors in entry of the SOM so that they take into 
account the awaited output of the model which is used to carry out a direct prediction as in 
Temporal Vector-Quantized Associative Memory (VQTAM). 
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